Introduction
The rapid increase of traffic in backbone networks over the past couple of years has created the necessity for data rate of 40-Gb/s and, more recently, 100-Gb/s per wavelength channel. However, at data rates of >10 Gb/s, the feasible transmission distance is limited by the residual chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization-mode dispersion (PMD). Traditionally, these linear impairments are compensated for in the optical domain: CD is compensated for by using dispersion compensating fiber or fiber Bragg gratings and PMD is avoided through fiber selection or compensated with an optical PMD compensator. Equalization of transmission impairments in the electrical domain is a potential alternative to such techniques. It is a mature field in radio telecommunications, where various techniques have been thoroughly studied and can be applied to optical transmission systems, such as maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), feed forward equalization (FFE) and decision feedback equalization (DFE) [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In this paper, we will discuss the performance and implementation complexity of MLSE, FFE and DFE when combined with phase modulated transmission formats. Both direct-and coherent-detection receivers in presence of linear transmission impairments are discussed.
Equalization for direct-detection receivers
In direct-detection receivers, the phase of optical signal is lost through the square law detection in photodiodes. FFE, as a linear equalizer, depends on finding the inverse of the channel's transfer function to effectively equalize the linear transmission impairments. Consequently, it can not be effectively used with direct-detection receivers [1, 2] . To overcome the limitations of FFE one can consider two solutions: (1) a Volterra equalizer and (2) a MLSE. A Volterra equalizer has a similar structure to FFE with the exception that it takes into account the higher order components in the nonlinear transfer function of channel after direct detection. MLSE, on the other hand, trains the receiver to distinguish the different received sequences in the presence of ISI, instead of compensating for the distortions of the signal. Therefore MLSE does not depend on the linear nature of CD and PMD, but rather on the deterministic effect that they introduce on symbols. Both MLSE and Volterra have been shown to be efficient tools for the compensation CD for Duobinary and OOK modulation at data rates of 10.7 Gb/s [2] [3] [4] . As a result, MLSE has been commercially available for a number of years [3] . However, in [1, 4, 5] it has been demonstrated that neither of the two techniques is capable of compensating the residual CD in D(Q)PSK modulated signals. Hence, in [6] the principle of joint-MLSE was proposed as an alternative structure of conventional MLSE for D(Q)PSK modulated signals. Joint-MLSE is based on having more than one input to the MLSE representing the same signal, and then using a joint probability on the input signals it can provide a better estimation of the received signal. In [5] , we experimentally evaluated the performance of the joint-MLSE technique and we proved its potential to significantly enhance the tolerance of the direct-detection receiver against CD. However, a major drawback for joint-MLSE is the need to use double as much ADCs, as well as the extra memory locations for storing the histograms of the extra input signals. In order to overcome the implementation complexity problem of joint-MLSE, we have proposed in [5] the use of a shortened (less than one bit) Mach Zehnder delay interferometer (MZDI) together with a conventional MLSE. Using this approach we showed a CD tolerance of up to 4000 ps/nm for a 10 Gb/s DPSK signal using a 0.5 bit-delay MZDI and MLSE.
Equalization for coherent-detection receivers
In case of coherent detection, either FFE or MLSE can be used effectively given that coherent detection transfers the amplitude, phase and polarization of optical signal to the electrical domain. In this case, the optimum equalization approach mainly depends on the equalizer complexity. In order to compare MLSE and FFE in terms of complexity, we assume a polarization-diverse coherent receiver. The two outputs of the coherent receiver, representing the two polarizations of the signals, are equalized either through an FFE in a butterfly structure or in a joint-MLSE structure. This receiver structure is used to detect a 10.7 Gb/s DPSK, 43 Gb/s DPSK, 43 Gb/s DQPSK or 111 Gb/s polarization multiplexed (POLMUX) DQPSK signal. A 2 sample/symbol sampling rate is assumed for the ADCs and the digital signal processing. In table 1, the number of operations required per symbol is summarized for both FFE and MLSE in presence of CD. Knowing that the signal distribution after coherent detection can be approximated by a Gaussian shape, one can use the parametric MLSE method for this signal. Consequently, in case of MLSE, the computational power requirement is calculated for both the parametric and the histograms methods. The comparison here is only in terms of operations required for equalizing/estimating the signal, while the operations required for training and channel tracking are not included. Note that in case of coherent detection, the total accumulation of CD in the signal can be compensated for using a frequency domain equalizer (FDE) in the electrical domain, however, in this paper we are only referring to the compensation of residual CD in the order of ~+1500 ps/nm after either optical or electrical bulk CD compensation. In table 1, the computational power requirement is divided into three categories, namely the number of required complex summations/subtractions, complex multiplications, and memory locations (for storing channels histograms and look up tables). It is clear that for relatively low data rates (e.g. 10 Gb/s) the required summations and multiplications for MLSE are comparable to FFE. The lower optical complexity of direct-detection with MLSE is then a significant advantage compared to a more complex coherent receiver. On the other hand, for data rates of 43 Gb/s and 111 Gb/s, one can notice that the number of required summations, multiplications and memory locations increases exponentially with the increase of CD. This makes MLSE an unattractive solution for a CD tolerance of +1000 ps/nm and more. Another important point that can be concluded from table 1 is that using multilevel modulation formats, such as DQPSK and POLMUX-DQPSK, one can effectively reduce the number of required MLSE states required at a certain CD level. This significantly reduces the number of required operations.
Tabel 1 shows that for higher data rates (e.g. 40 Gb/s and higher), the linear FFE represents the optimal choice in terms of computational power requirements. Therefore, an FFE in a butterfly structure together with coherent detection is used for 111-Gb/s POLMUX-DQPSK signal [7] . In Fig. 1 , we investigate the effect of using a few number of DFE taps to assist the FFE taps in equalizing CD, by means of simulation. From the figure it is evident that as long as the number of FFE taps is sufficient for compensating CD, there is almost no OSNR penalty compared to back-to-back, regardless the number DFE taps used. Once the number of FFE taps is limited, the OSNR penalty increases rapidly and only by then, the DFE taps start to provide a very limited assistance. However, implementing a feedback path for DFE is challenging for such high data rates and hence we conclude that FFE only equalization is more optimal than FFE+DFE. 
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed different equalization techniques for D(Q)PSK modulation. In case of direct detection, we demonstrate that one should use either a conventional MLSE with a shortened MZDI or a joint-MLSE. However, for data rates of 40 Gb/s and above the high number of required operations makes MLSE an unrealistic solution. As such, FFE is the optimum choice for the equalization of linear transmission impairments at higher data rates, given that coherent detection is employed.
